Answer Key Ortsfamilien Books

Practice Document for Using German Ortsfamilien Books on Genealogy.net

1. Using the book for Hessen, Wilhelmshausen, what is the date of birth of Anna Sophia Rehbaum? __25.02.1767__________________________
3. Who is the father of Carl Victor Grund? __Wilhelm Emil__________________________
4. Using the book for Meyenburg in the Bremen area, find the birthplace of Sophie Catharine Florentine Bernstein. __Holte___________________________
5. Where was Sophie Catharine Florentine Bernstein buried? Meyenburg__
6. Using the book for Mährren-Hotzenplotz, Find the birthplace of Paul Pientka. __Deutsch Paulowitz___________________________
7. Who was the mother of Paul Pientka? __Agnes Patermann__________________
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